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Introduction
Nuclear Energy is subject to constant attacks from different opponent groups. They have managed to
make negative public opinion, which tends to minimise the importance of that energy production sector
and create a feeling, that in the near future this will cease to exist. Much too often we, nuclear
professionals, are also subject of that propaganda and are even by ourselves pessimistic about the future
of our industry.

By constant delivering of subtle messages opponents of nuclear energy have managed to create very
negative opinion about anything nuclear among general public. And we, nuclear professionals, are also
joining it! We ourselves are becoming convinced that our industry is in deep troubles and that in the
fiiture it will be even worse. We are telling to young people: "Well, maybe nuclear really is not very
promising, but would you not consider choosing it for your career anyway?" We ourselves are making
negative opinion about us. And that may eventually achieve the goal of our opponents - kill nuclear.

But facts are talking differently. In this paper I have tried to summarise the actual data about the history
of nuclear energy production, the current status and the future. At the Nuclear Training Centre in
Ljubljana we have created a database about all the nuclear power plants around the world. We have used
almost all publicly available sources and have tried to create some additional analytical data out of that
collection.

The history of energy production
If you ask a question: "What are fastest growing primary energy industries in the World?" probably most
of people would be reluctant to mention nuclear among them. I have taken data from BPAmoco',
published at http://www.bpamoco.comfworldenergy/. Figure I presents the growth for the period 1988-
1998 for the whole World. It is evident that the growth of the nuclear is the fastest.

Of course nuclear is not covering the major share of primary energy supply. Nuclear share has increased
from 645 in 1988 to 739 % in 1998.

The future
To make a prediction for the future developments of the use of nuclear power we have created a
database containing data about each commercial nuclear power plant in the world. We have used most of
publicly available sources, most of them from Internet (IAEA", INSC"', NucNet'v, UIC Newsbriefs).
From the beginning this task seemed to be simple and straightforward, but later it turned out that
available data are surprisingly unreliable. Even data about the electrical power for each reactor could
differ for several tens of MW at different sources. So we have decided to carefully follow developments
in the industry at various sources and update our database permanently. We are trying to achieve as
accurate data as reasonably achievable (could we call it AAARA?).

Our prediction for future installed nuclear power is based on the following:
0 40 years life time for western power plants unless other information is available for individual plants
0 30 years life time for WWERs and RBMKs
0 operating plants, plants under construction and firmly planned plants are taken into account
0 uprating, is not taken into account
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Figure 1: World relative growth of major primary energy consumption - BPAmoco
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Figure 2 History and future of installed nuclear power around the world.

Figure 2 shows the history and future of installed nuclear power around the world. The days of fast

growth (almost 100 % in five years) in eighties are gone. But the growth is still steady in stable. Based

on the best available data, we can expect even slightly faster growth in the beginning of the next decade.

Only at about 2010 we would reach a peak installed power and only at around 2014 we would be back at

the current level of the installed nuclear power around the world.

Prediction of the future nuclear energy production is more uncertain. It depends on achieved availability

of plants, i.e. on the excellence of nuclear operators. We have made three scenarios:

I Basic case - all power plants continue to operate with the same availability as in the year 1998. If no

individual data were available than the averaae world NPP availability was used. It was around 75 ZP
in 1998.

2. Increased availability case - all plants were assumed to improve their availability from current

level for I per year until the year 2008. After that achieved availability remains the same. For

plants without availability data the world average availability was assumed.

3. Longer lifetime case - the lifetime of 50 years for western power plants and 40 years for WWERs

and RBMKs were assumed.
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Just to be consistent with the previous analysis we have started the prediction from the data published by
BPAmoco. So on the next figure 3 we have history of nuclear energy production until 1998, which is
taken from BPAmoco and shown on figure 1. For the 1998 we have adjusted data from our database by
means of average world availability to BPAmoco data and continued from there.
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Figure 3 World nuclear energy production - all four cases

From figure 3 we can see that there are significant possibilities for the increase of production (and
revenues) hidden in improved quality of operation.

Of course many things could influence the future. The history curve in 2009, ten years from now, will
probably lie somewhere between my predictions from figure 3 But most probably in the years to come
there will be new nuclear power plants ordered and the curves could also urn upwards.

Conclusion
We have no reason for pessimism. During last ten years nuclear energy was growing faster than coal,
hydro, oil and even gas industries. Facts also tell us that in the future such trend will continue. We can
expect to have between 12,5 and 25 more production of electricity after next ten years.

Therefore we, nuclear professionals, should be aware of that and should deliver appropriate messages
whenever possible. Instead of words like "retreat" or "renewal", we should have words like "growth",
"challenge" and "excellence" in our minds and headlines.

'Statistical review of World energy, BPAmoco, http://www.bpamoco.com/worldenergy/, 1999.
PRIS, Power reactor information system, database maintained by IAEA.
INSC, International nuclear safety centre, database at Argonne National Laboratory, sponsored by DOE,
http://www.insc.anl.gov/index.htmI
Nucriet, Nuclear news agency, operated by European Nuclear Society, http://nucnet.aey.ch/nucnet/.
UIC Newsbriefs, electronic newsletters distributed by Uranium Institute, London.
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